Applied Mathematics undergraduate courses

Math 15

Math 11
Math 12

Math 21
Math 22

Math 23
Math 24

Math 32

Math 5 or placement exam

Math 111
Math 112

Math 131

Optional courses

sMath 101*o
sMath 140*e
sMath 170*o
fMath 180
sMath 181

Math 5 or placement exam

Prerequisite

Math 11 or Math 15

or

sMath 101*o
sMath 140*e
fMath 180
sMath 181

Emphasis tracks may vary

Emph. track 1
Emph. track 2
Emph. track 3
Emph. track 4

* offered every other year only (o for odd, e for even)
f is offered in Fall only, s is offered in Spring only